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Cactus Flowers

Learn To Do Embroidery



Cactus flower

Level All

Size approx 9

Includes 2 projects:

Project One:  Cactus Flower

Project Two:  Pair of cactus flowers.

Digital Pattern

You have purchased a digital copy 

of these embroidery patterns.

This pattern can now be printed 

or viewed on your computer,

tablet or device.

Printing

The pattern is suitable for printing on either US letter or A4 size paper.  

The pattern is in PDF format which means it will not lose any of the  original 

quality.  When printing from Adobe Acrobat choose the fit to size option in 

the print settings.  You could also email a copy of this pattern (attach the 

file to your email) to your local print shop, who will print it for you.
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Learn embroidery in 3 simple steps.

*  Step 1:  Outline

*  Step 2:  Fill

*  Step 3:  Outline fill

Imagine that you were colouring in a picture with colouring pencils.  You would 

colour inside the lines and then go back afterwards with a fine, fibre tipped pen

and draw outlines.  It is the same process with embroidery - you need to fill in

the lines with stitching and then add outlines to define some areas.  You will see 

what a difference this can make to your embroidery, it will make it pop! 

This tutorial will show you how to do three simple stitches:

*  Split stitch 

*  Straight stitch

*  Basic satin stitch 

These stitches will enable you to complete any simple design for hoop art 

or other decorative projects.  Once you know how, you can take any drawing

composition, or artwork and make it into a beautiful piece of embroidery, 

like those that you see on Pinterest and Instagram!

  

Needlepainting & Whitework Embroidery

These  stitches are the basis for learning how to do the Needlepainting or 

Whitework Embroidery projects that you see in this store.  If you would like

to move on to the next step,  see the tutorials on:

Learn Needlepainting Embroidery  

Learn Whitework with Colour.

Welcome to this tutorial!



You Will Need

1)  A piece of white cotton muslin fabric approx 

28 x 28cm (11 x 11 inches)

2)  DMC stranded cotton as per list 

3)  A sharps needle size 8

4)  A supergrip plastic hoop size 6 for the embroidery

5)  A wooden hoop size 6 for framing.

6)  A small sharp pair of embroidery scissors

7)  An iron on transfer pen or HB pencil

Where to find these Materials

If you click on the link MATERIALS in the digital store you will find a list 

of shops in your country that stock these products.



Threads

You will need to purchase 8 skeins of 

DMC  stranded cotton, embroidery 

thread.  This can be purchased from

most online or high street needlework

shops.   Alternatively or you can use

another brand such as Anchor/Madeira

in similar colours:

350      coral red

472      light green

469      medium green

935      dark green

3838    light blue

797      medium blue

823      dark blue

3371    dark black brown

 - Fabric you will need a 200 count pure cotton fabric such as quilting muslin, which can

be purchased from any quilting store. Recommended brands are Premium Kona or Rocklands 

supreme.  If you find this difficult to source I suggest that you purchase a 200 count COTTON 

bed  sheet/pillowcase and cut it into pieces

Needles - sharps are short needles with a round eye that makes it easy to thread.  If you 

cant find sharps needles you can use an embroidery (crewel needle) size 9.  Sharps size 8/9 

is suitable for 2 strands of thread, sharps size 10 is suitable for one strand.

Hoops - It is recommended that you use a supergrip plastic hoop such as Hoopla or 

Susan Bates as these grip your fabric tight.  The wooden hoops are good for framing 

but not stitching.



Reversed

Standard

Tracing Outlines Actual Size



VIDEO TUTORIALS

Here is a list of video tutorials that you can find online by clicking

on the VIDEO link in the digital store.

1)   How to instantly download your digital pattern

2)   How to trace an outline onto fabric

3)   How to mount your fabric into a hoop

4)   How to secure your thread. 

5)   How to do long & short stitch.

6)   How to do irregular long & short stitch.

7)   How to do satin stitch.



Preparation

1)  Iron your fabric to remove wrinkles

2)  Trace the outline onto the fabric using one of the methods provided.

3)  Mount your fabric into the hoop ensuring it is drum tight.

4)  Thread your needle with 2 strands of thread and start stitching.

Tracing the outline onto fabric

Method One - transfer pen

1)  Use the provided tracing outline - the one that has been reversed.

2)  Trace over the lines with the pen

3)  Cut out the tracing

4)  Place piece of paper with tracing face down onto the centre of your fabric.

5)  Hold a hot iron over the tracing for about 10 seconds.

Method Two - light source

1)  Use the provided tracing outline

2)  tape it down onto a window with 

masking tape to secure.

3)  Place the fabric over this - make

 sure it is centered, and again tape 

down.

4)  You should be able to see the 

outline through the fabric as the light

from the window shines through.

5)  Using an HB pencil trace over the 

lines.

When tracing is complete iron the fabric to set the outline.



Mounting fabric into hoop

1)  There are two hoop pieces, the inner

 and the outer.

2)  Place the inner hoop with the lip 

facing up towards you.

3)  Place fabric over the hoop - make 

sure it is centered.

4)  Place outer hoop with the number 

facing towards you, over the fabric.

5)  Push it down and you will fee the 

outer hoop slip under the inner hoop.

6)  Tighten the screw and begin to 

stretch the fabric all around.

Keep stretching the fabric and 

tightening the screw till it is drum tight

and secure.



Securing Your Thread

To secure your thread

1)  Make a tiny stitch on the line, leave a small tail 

at the back (A).

2)  Hold the tail and make a second stitch, back 

into the centre of the first stitch (B).

3)  Give it a tug - it should feel secure.

4)  Snip off the tail on back with scissors.

Ending Off

To end off you can run a few stitches under the previous stitching.  Weave the

thread in and out about 3 times to secure.  Each time you re-start your thread

after the first time, you can using this method of weaving under previous stitching.

- It is not essential to have very neat work at the back of your stitching but it is bestHINT 

if it is not too messy!  When you move across from one area to another always weave the

thread under some stitches - never carry long pieces of thread across the back of the work

as it pulls the fabric.

How to use stranded cotton

1)  The stranded cotton is made up 

of 6 strands.  

2)  Pull out one strand and cut off 

about 50 - 60cm (20 - 22inches) 

3)  Thread one end into the needle.

NOTE:  If using two strands - pull 

out one strand at a time and line 

them up.  Thread both strands into the needle.



Split stitch

Split stitch is a variation of back stitch.  We will start with Back stitch to demonstrate.

Back Stitch

1)  Make a stitch and bring needle up at A and down at B.

2)  Make a second stitch - come up at C as shown.

3)  Continue making stitches across the line.  Each stitch meets at the end of

the previous one.

  

A BC

How to do split stitch.

This is like back stitch except you bring the needle and thread back, about one

 third into the previous stitch.

1)  Bring the thread up at A and down back into the previous stitch at B.

2)  Continue working like this till complete.

HINT - keep stitches a good length - when working around a curve shorten slightly.

Split stitch looks like this

Hint - When using a hoop you need to use a stabbing motion into the fabric 

not a scooping motion as used when holding fabric in the hand for sewing.  



Straight stitch

This is simply straight stitches from one point to another.

Satin Stitch

Satin stitch is a series of parallel stitches placed next to each other across a shape.

The satin stitches can be worked horizontally or vertically.

1)  Come up at A and down at B.  Take the thread across the back of the work and

begin the next one next to the previous stitch.

Satin stitch looks like this

Straight stitchs looks like this



Enlarged photo of  Project.

This photo can be referred to for details when stitching.



 Instructions

Step One -  797

Thread 2 strands into the needle.  Fill

the lines with split stitch.

Step Two -  3838,  469, 935 

Continue filling the lines with split stitch.

Step Three -  3838,  472, 350. 

Thread one strand into the needle.  Fill each 

section as shown with  satin stitch.  Add 

straight stitches for the cactus spikes.

Step Four -  350, 472

Fill the flower centre and petals with 

satin stitch.  



Step five - 3371

Thread one strand into the

needle and outline the flower

and some of the shapes on the

pot with split stitch.   Add some 

straight stripes at base of pot.  

Add some straight stitches on the

 cactus in 350 for little flowers.

Use the picture as a guide for

outlines.

Completion

1)  When all the stitching is complete

 take the embroidery out of the hoop

2)  Place the fabric face down on a 

fluffy towel and iron on the back of the 

embroidery to remove creases.  

3)  Mount your embroidery piece into

the wooden hoop to frame.  There are

several tutorials on Pinterest on 

how to do this in various ways.



350      coral red

472      light green

469      medium green

935      dark green

977      light rust

976      medium rust

920     dark rust

3371    dark black brown

Project Two- Pair of  cactus flowers design
Use the same preparation and stitches to stitch this design.  Use the pictures as a guide

to where to place colours.
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